About SMS Aero
SMS Aero specialises in aviation safety consultancy and safety management training.

Our philosophy
The best portal to knowledge is expert led training. Therefore, all of our Consultants and Trainers are practically minded people, all with extensive experience gained from previous employment with the UKCAA and objective skills derived from working in all areas of the aviation industry.

Our specialisations
Allow our customers to build a system of Safety Management geared to the real world and achievable by all. We also bring logic and new purpose to Compliance Management within Aviation, for Regulators, Operators, CAMOs, maintenance and production organisations both in the civil and military environment.

Materials Management in Aviation

A one day course providing a comprehensive overview of EASA’s requirements for materials management and the proper acceptance and release of product.

People employed in Stores, Supplier Management, Purchasing & Procurement and Logistics Departments in Airworthiness, Maintenance or Production Organisations have a need to understand the regulatory principles of safe material management in those organisations. This to ensure proper airworthiness control and the correct acceptance and release of product.

What are the Learning Outcomes?
This course provides participants with sufficient knowledge to be able to have a good understanding of aviation materials management and airworthiness principles and to provide safer control over aviation materials in their organisation. It is also aimed at providing a satisfactory continuation training module in support of EASA competency requirements.

What additional competencies are added?
At the completion of this course the participants will be able to:

- Understand the personal accountabilities and responsibilities incumbent in the acceptance and release of aviation parts, tools and materials.
- Understand their responsibilities for the correct management of airworthiness.
- Have a good working knowledge of acceptable airworthiness release documents including the EASA Form 1 and equivalent documents.

Prior learning required?
While no pre-learning is required, it is expected that attendees are employed in an aviation logistics and stores environment, although this is not essential.
Our Aims
To make sure those working in the aviation industry are competent through high quality support and training.

Costs
SMSAero can provide cost effective bespoke support and training to ensure we meet your requirements to enhance safety and success.

Delivery
This course is designed to be delivered at the Customer’s facilities. All costs include course support material, certification and course exam if required.

Materials Management in Aviation

Who should attend?
- Regulators
- Compliance Monitoring Staff
- Logistics Managers
- Stores Inspectors
- Buyers and Procurement staff
- Maintainers

Training will consist of the following training sessions:
- Session 1 – Appreciation of the EASA legislative structure.
- Session 2 – Understand the concept of airworthiness.
- Session 3 - What is acceptable release certification?
- Session 4 – Regulatory requirements in Stores.
- Session 5 – Discuss compliant Aviation Stores procedures
- Session 6 – Awareness of the Suspect Unapproved Parts Program.
- Session 7 – The handling of sensitive materials – Basics
- Session 8 – Packaging Basics.

Designed for in-house delivery
We will deliver this course at your premises and can feature your relevant exposition and procedural references.

Presentation Duration
1 day with appropriate breaks between sessions

For further information please contact us on info@smsaero.com or call us on: +44 (0) 8450 094502